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Editor’s Letter
Dear Readers,
It’s December the end of the calendar year 2015. It is a nostalgic mixed feeling for many a roller
coaster of highs and lows. Some succeeded in work, others struck out - some hearts fluttered,
and others broke. Families joyfully said hello to little additions, and tearfully bid farewell to loved
ones passing.

Cover Story

They are truly the Bold and the Beautiful in every sense of the word. It’s a time when reflection
and contemplation is inevitable. Coming to the end of anything causes us to gaze back on
the journey. However, it can be a powerfully restorative practice if we are intentional. We are
the computation of our experiences - reflection allows us to sift the good from the bad, to be
thankful,and to grow and transform.
This issue is dedicated to the new political face of Canada Justin Trudeau and wife Sophie
Grégoire-Trudeau who have beaten the odds to become the youthful, optimistic face of Canada.
We have kept unto our ritual of bringing Year in Review each year & summed up all the major
happenings that highlighted 2015 along with those little moments that took the world by storm
on our Flashback pages. We have also paid a modest homage to the some of the legends who
ceased their journey of life this past year but choose to stay with us forever in our memories
& our hearts.
Where there are some murky moments there are blissful moments too, which give us
reason to celebrate life & to continue our journey with hope, happiness &
contentment. See inside the revelation of the biggest movie of the decade & much
more exciting!
As you grab a glass of wine and some chocolate, take a dive - back into year 2015 &
enjoy reading this issue.
Happy New Year in advance!
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete

Parineeti Chopra Built That Way

EU Extends Sanctions Against Russia For Six Months
BRUSSELS: The EU extended damaging economic sanctions against Russia on Monday amid sharp differences over relations
with Moscow which struck back with a furious tirade and its own import ban against Ukraine. Russia said the move, prolonging
sanctions imposed over the Ukraine conflict, gave the lie to EU claims of wanting
better relations with Moscow to counter common threats such as terrorism. “It
is necessary to point out that instead of building constructive cooperation to
counter the key challenges of our times such as international terrorism, the
EU in Brussels prefers to continue its short-sighted game of sanctions,” the
Russian foreign ministry said in a statement. For its part, the European Council
of all 28 EU member states said it rolled over the economic sanctions because
the peace accords, agreed by France, Germany, Ukraine and Russia at talks in
the Belarusian capital Minsk, would not be fully implemented by the end of this
year as required. “Since the Minsk agreements will not be fully implemented by
Dec 31, 2015, the duration of the sanctions has been prolonged whilst the Council continues its assessment of progress in
implementation,” it said. EU officials say that while there has been an improvement on the ground in eastern Ukraine where
pro-Moscow rebels hold sway, Kiev still does not have control of the border with Russia, a key element in the Minsk accord.
There can be no let up in sanctions until Russia uses its influence with the rebels to ensure the ceasefire holds for good, they
say. The announcements came as top EU, Ukrainian and Russian officials met in Brussels for talks on the introduction of a
free trade pact between Kiev and Brussels from Jan 1, part of a wider association agreement.

Spacex Reusable Rocket Launch And
Landing Test Successful

Sick Of Scandals, Pope Prescribes
Cure For Vatican ills

SpaceX sent a rocket soaring toward orbit Monday night
with 11 small satellites, its first mission since an accident last
summer. Then it landed the leftover 15-storey booster back
on Earth, safely. It was the first time
a rocket returned to land vertically
at Cape Canaveral, Fla., and a
tremendous success for SpaceX.
Company employees broke into
cheers and chants following the
touchdown 10 minutes after liftoff.
Previous landing attempts failed, but
those aimed for an ocean platform.
SpaceX
employees
jammed
company headquarters in Hawthorne, Calif., anxiously
awaiting success outside Mission Control. They cheered at full
throttle when the first stage separated cleanly two minutes into
flight and reoriented itself for an unprecedented return to Cape
Canaveral. Then the roar became deafening, as TV cameras
showed the first-stage booster landing right on a giant X at
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. SpaceX commentators
called it “incredibly exciting” and were visibly moved by the
feat. The company led by billionaire Elon Musk is striving for
reusability to drive launch costs down and open up space to
more people. Musk also runs the Tesla electric car company.

VATICAN CITY: Pope Francis vowed on Monday to power
ahead with the reform of the Curia, the Church’s “diseased”
governing body, throwing down the gauntlet to those fostering
a climate of intrigue, greed and
double-crossing in the Vatican.
His annual address to cardinals,
bishops and priests running the
Holy See echoed his speech at this
time last year, when he suggested
the
Vatican’s
administrative
hierarchy was beset by a “spiritual
Alzheimer’s” and a lust for power.
Though the December 2014 speech
embarrassed and infuriated many of the Vatican’s top figures,
it appeared to have failed to convince the unruly Curia to
change its ways with fresh scandals blotting the government’s
copybook in 2015. The pope reminded the Curia he had
chastised them last year for “certain temptations or maladies,
diseases which call for prevention, vigilance, care and, sadly,
in some cases, painful and prolonged interventions. “Some of
these diseases became evident in the course of the past year,
causing no small pain to the entire body and harming many
souls,” he said, in a reference to a second embarrassing
leaks scandal at the heart of the Holy See.
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Finance Ministers Go Slow On CPP Reform
As Economic Concerns Bite
Finance ministers from across Canada have agreed to hit the brakes
on potential changes to enhance the Canada Pension Plan. At a
closing news conference with
his provincial and territorial
counterparts in Ottawa today,
federal Finance Minister Bill
Morneau said discussions
would continue and conceded
the status quo is an option due
to the sluggish economy. While
ministers will work to achieve
“milestones” in the coming
year, there will be more consultation and study before any changes
are proposed for the CPP, he said. ”We have a range of things under
consideration from doing nothing because of the economy to more
significant changes, and we think that’s the appropriate first step, to
begin consultations on a range of options with Canadians,” he said.
The Liberal campaign platform promised to “work with the provinces
and territories, workers, employers, and retiree organizations to
enhance the CPP.” Ontario Finance Minister Charles Sousa said his
province will proceed with its own pension plan.

Chinese Bank To Provide Rs162bn Loan For
Orange Line
LAHORE: An agreement was signed between the federal government
and Exim Bank of China here on Monday for provision of funds for the
Orange Line Metro Train project.
Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif
was chief guest at the ceremony.
Under the agreement, Exim
Bank would provide Rs162
billion as soft loan for the metro
train. Federal Economic Affairs
Secretary Tariq Bajwa and Exim
Bank Vice President Sun Ping
signed the documents. Federal
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar, Planning and Development Minister
Ahsan Iqbal, the chargé d’affaires of Chinese Embassy in Pakistan,
Pakistan’s Ambassador to China Khalid Masood, provincial ministers,
lawmakers, chief secretary, prominent industrialists, bankers,
intellectuals, columnists and senior officers were present. Shahbaz
said: “Today is a historic day towards provision of a most modern
transport system in Pakistan. This project is a milestone in Pak-China
friendship. The project, he said, would facilitate 250,000 commuters
daily and their number would gradually increase.

Parineeti Chopra Built That Way

Parineeti Chopra always has her due credit as an
accomplished performer. She was also described
as “chubby” and “cute” in the same breath. As
the actor completes four years in Bollywood,
she has replaced ‘chubby’ with ‘sexy’ and ‘cute’
with ‘hot’ with a dramatic new photoshoot that
shows how much weight the ‘Hasee to Phasee’
actress has lost in the last few months. Starting
from that bubbly point to reaching where she is
today, is indeed a commendable job. No wonder,
Twitter has gone into a tizzy since she posted her
pictures.
Parineeti wrote on Twitter: “4 years ago, a
chubby childish girl was introduced to the world.
4 years later, i am closer to where i want to be. A
very special photoshoot, made me get rid of my
inhibitions, and portray the strong, confident girl
I feel today. Anybody who thinks it’s a challenge,
take it from me -- you can also do it. Because
I am sure that, like me, even you are built that
way.”
Donning an all-new ‘fit as a fiddle’ avatar and
flaunting her well-toned body, Parineeti has sure
gone the bold way this time. Doing complete
justice to the theme ‘built that way’, she has
taken the fitness up a notch.
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CANADA STRIKES BACK
“ If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn
more, do more and become more,
you’re a leader!

“

Justin Trudeau following his father’s footsteps is the
fresh example of a perfect family man & a charismatic
leader!
From being a loving husband, caring son & a
candid father to an inspiring & optimistic leader,
Trudeau, fits in each role, as he’s one for it!
The young PM of Canada incredulously leaves
Americans & people around the globe thrilled by his
magic!
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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When Justin Trudeau was just four
months old, then-US President Richard
Nixon predicted the infant would one
day follow in his father’s footsteps.
At a gala dinner during a state visit to
Ottawa in 1972, Mr Nixon addressed
his Canadian counterpart: “Tonight
we’ll dispense with the formalities. I’d
like to toast the future prime minister
of Canada: to Justin Pierre Trudeau.”
Justin lived much of his childhood in
the public eye. The family’s security
detail gave him the codename “Maple
3”.

Reasons to Love Trudeau

• He has a tattoo on his left bicep!
Its an illustration of the planet Earth,
which he got when he was 23. When
he was 40, he added a Haida raven to
the design.
• No other leader in the world is as
sexy’: Canada’s new Prime Minister
causes global stir; thanks to his
landslide victory... and VERY good
looks!

Vol 2, Issue 11

• In the futuristic video game Deus
Ex: Human Revolution, which was
released in 2011, Canada is portrayed
as a super-power... and Justin is listed
as its prime minister.
• He has a new vision for what it
means to be Canadian. He said

“

There is no core identity, no
mainstream in Canada…
There are shared values
openness, respect, compassion,
willingness to work hard, to be
there for each other, to search
for equality and justice. Those
qualities are what make us the
first post national state.

“

Born on December 25, Trudeau is
the second youngest politician to be
elected Prime Minister in the world at
the age of 43 after Joe Clark & is the
also the first child of a former Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau to hold the
post.

11

• He has policies on refugees, gay
rights, pro abortion & tax on rich too.
Trudeau cabinet appointments reflect
his commitment to diversity & gender
equality with 15 men & 15 women.
Why? “Because its 2015”, he says!
• He is a family man. It says that the
heart of the father is masterpiece of
nature & Trudeau epitomizes this with
his utmost affection for his children.He
says, “Being a dad is best job ever”.

While there are
many qualities that
he embodies, these
are viewed as his
top attributes:

• Loving Husband
• Loving father
• Loving Son
• Intelligent
• Positive
• Relatable
• Inspiring
• Passionate
• Charismatic
• Accessible
• Good sense of
humour
• Confident
• Youthful
• Energetic
• Powerful
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Trudeau’s Life Through A Lens
The future politician sits
in the lap of his mother,
Margaret Trudeau.

:
y
t
s
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n
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Pierre, Margaret and Justin Trudeau in April,
1972, around the time of the U.S. President’s
visit to Ottawa where Richard Nixon toasted
baby Justin, correctly predicting he would
become Prime Minister of Canada.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015

Pierre Trudeau with Justin
when he was around three
years old.

Pierre Trudeau & Margaret Trudeau
with their childern on the family’s
1976 Christmas card. This was the
last family Christmas card before the
couple separated.” Left to right: Pierre,
Michel, Justin, Margaret, and Sacha.

Sync Rendezvous

Justin meets
British Prime
Minister Margaret
Thatcher when he is
taken to London by his
father in 1980. Justin
was aged eight at
the time.
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Pictured from left to right are
Justin, Michel and Alexandre
(Sacha), at their father’s swearing-in
ceremony in 1980.

Real
Life Hero
Justin with writer/director
Brian McKenna playing
Papineau in a TV mini-series
in 2007 - the same year he
was elected in the Papineau
district of Quebec.
The Trudeau family leaves St.Viateur
church after a memorial service
for Michel Trudeau in Outremont,
November 20, 1998. Michel, 23,
was killed by an avalanche.

Father’s death: Justin is pictured here
resting his head on his father’s coffin in
October 2000. Pierre Trudeau died aged
80 after suffering from prostate cancer and
Parkinson’s disease.
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Wedding day:
Justin and his bride Sophie Gregoire wave as
they drive off in his father’s 1959 Mercedes
after their wedding in Montreal in 2005.

The couple first met when Sophie was at school with
Justin’s brother Michel. Trudeau proposed to Sophie
on October 18, 2004 – on what would have been
his father’s 85th birthday. The couple’s first child,
Xavier, was born on the same date three years later.

Packing a punch:

Trudeau celebrates being a
champ after his successful
charity boxing bout.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015

Trudeau (left) beat Conservative Senator
Patrick Brazeau at their boxing match
in Ottawa on March 31, 2012
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Through the success:
Trudeau paddled down the
Bow River in Calgary during
the 2015 federal election
campaign, mirroring an iconic
photograph of his father
paddling in the Amazon in
1980.

Liberal leader Justin Trudeau watches election
night results on Monday with his mother
Margaret Trudeau, wife Sophie Gregoire and
three kids, who seems to be big fan of
Star Wars.

The night Justin Trudeau
swept to power!
Trudeau became Canada’s new prime
minister after his Liberal Party won a
majority of Parliament’s 338 seats.

Trudeau shares an embrace with his
mother Margaret prior to giving his
victory speech in Montreal.
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Trudeau shares an intimate moment
with his wife Sophie on stage set
for his victory speech on Monday
night.

Justin Trudeau takes the oath of
office as he is sworn in as prime
minister of Canada at Rideau
Hall in Ottawa on Wednesday,
November 4, 2015.

The new generation:
The PM and his family kick back at
their Ottawa residence last summer
having dip in the pool, fullyclothed.

Justin Trudeau picks pumpkins with his
wife Sophie, daughter Ella-Grace and sons
Xavier and Hadrien in Gatineau, Quebec
on October 12 - just one week before his
election win.
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Diwali Ball 2015- VGA
ENTERTAINMENT
Photography Credit:
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Ways To Make Your Parents Feel Great

arental love is the greatest love in the world.
Parents don’t need a reason to love their
children and that’s why parental love is so
special. They care for us when we were young and
we care for them when they are old. As they age,
they require love, care and respect and in a way
we become parents they become our children.
The parents nowadays are quite worried about
the behavioral changes in their children due to
several sociology-economical reasons. The gap
between parents and us, the youth, is increasing
day by day due to which the family bonding is
getting weaker and weaker. We, the youth, want
liberty in every deed we do. We want our parents
not to disturb us in what-ever we do in what-so-ever
manner. We have forgotten the amount of time our
parents have invested in for our brought up. We

have forgotten the countless efforts and sacrifices

Below are some small acts of kindness, which can
be helpful in showing your affection with them
and to take care of them:
1. Give them enough money so that they don’t have
to ask you.
2. Share funny and entertaining things with them to
make them laugh or smile.
3. Don’t speak loudly. Speak slowly, nicely and softly.
4. Do not walk in front of them in market or
anywhere. They might walk slow being old; stay
behind them. Give them respect.
5. Ask for small tasks frequently. For example, “Dad/
Mom, do you need water? Should I bring tea for
you? Are you hungry, papa” etc
6. Closely monitor their health. Visit doctor if
required. Have them thoroughly checked time to
time.
7. Take care of their medicines. Set reminders on
your phone for their medicines and serve them on
time.

8. Take them to the religious place. Walk slowly.
Follow their pace.
9. Take them to the park for walk. If not possible
daily, then take them on weekend.
10. Do not call them by their name. Call them with
respect.
11. Open the door for them with respect

by our parents throughout our lives. It’s our moral
and religious mandatory responsibility to take care
of them now.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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Nida Azwer brings the Mystical
Garden Collection 2015
Nida Azwer bridal collection, ‘Mystical Garden’ is
steeped in a world of enchantment and dreams.
The collection draws on enchanted elements one
may find in such a garden, from unqiue florals to
grasshoppers, deer, rabbits, dragonflies, birds
and bees, all imagined within a more whimsical
interpretation. This collection is based in a palette
of soft neutrals from lavender to orchid pink, powder
blue, gold and silver with accents of ash gray and
magenta with metallic hints in luxe fabrics such as
organzas, nets, silks, chiffons and Nida Azwer’s
signature french lace. In terms of silhouette, the
collection represents a range of traditional and
more experimental cuts, from lenghas, crop tops,
peshwases, angarkhas, ghararas, jackets, dhoti
shalwars and saris. Mystical Garden has been
embellished with pearl, bead and crystal work
along with the modern interpretation of old craft
using resham, kaamdani
and zardozi.th
st
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Create a Stylish & Inspired
Portrait Display

If

a picture says a thousand words, then a good family portrait wall says a
million! When it comes to displaying family photos in your home, the thought
of pulling it all together can be somewhat overwhelming. We share some tips for
creating an impressive portrait display the whole family will love!

Determine The Display Location

F

irst -things-first, choose the wall space
you’ll be working with. Select an area
in your home that receives a lot of traffic
throughout the day. When selecting the
perfect location for your portrait display, ask
yourself these questions:
Where does my family spend the most time
in my home?
What areas will guests see when they are in
my home?
What rooms do family members pass through
most in my home?
Tip: You may choose a highly visible area near
the stairs in your home to create this portrait
display.

Find Inspiration

O

nce you’ve determined the location for your display, find
inspiring images to build ideas! You may use Pinterest.com
and magazines to stockpile ideas for your gallery wall.
Tip: Get to know that what specific look you want when designing
your gallery wall, so whenever you come across a picture wall that
has elements you liked, ‘pin’ it, or tear the photo out of a catalog
or magazine to use it once it’s time to design the portrait wall in
your own space.

Size Up Your Decor

B

efore snapping a shot, take some time to evaluate your home’s décor
particularly the room the display will be located in.
Tip: If your home is full of bright airy colors like whites, blues and greens... you
probably don’t want to display photos of your family wearing fall colors like red,
orange and dark brown. Think of your gallery wall as a huge piece of art, instead
of tiny individual pieces.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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Size Up Your Decor

B

efore snapping a shot, take some time to evaluate your home’s décor particularly the room the display will be
located in.
Tip: If your home is full of bright airy colors like whites, blues and greens... you probably don’t want to display
photos of your family wearing fall colors like red, orange and dark brown. Think of your gallery wall as a huge piece
of art, instead of tiny individual pieces.

Choose The Best Layout

W

hen you’ve determined what option works best
for your display, take some time for a sample run.
Tip: Use paper templates to lay out the design on the
wall first. This makes for a lot less guesswork when
trying to decide where your frames or other gallery wall
items should go. Playing with different layout options
is a lot easier when you’re moving around light pieces
of paper only shaped like your objects, verses heavy
frames, mirrors or other decor.

Review Your Options

D

on’t assume you’re limited to just frames the sky is the limit when it
comes to gallery-style displays.
Tip: In your try to get creative, you may like following options:
• Mounting prints to canvas
• Using Mod Podge to adhere prints to wood
• Printing images on metal
• Filling a vintage window pane with prints

Personalize It

A

dd the finishing touches to your gallery by including images, objects, or quotes that personalize your
arrangement. For making a unique gallery wall, personalize it so that it speaks volumes about YOU!
Tip: Look around your existing decorated spaces. Pull inspiration from your own home’s colors, decor and even
your clothing style, and let those reflect up onto your gallery wall.For your home, you may like using custom vinyl
to create inspirational thoughts, quotes, and artwork that is sentimental to her family.
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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Arabian Chicken kebab

Ingredients:
Chicken mince ½ kg
Parsley chopped ½ bunch
Onion 1
Lemon 1
Beaten egg half
Cashew nut 25 gm
Peanut 25 gm
Garlic 3 – 4 cloves
All spice 1 tsp
Cinnamon powder ½ tsp
Black pepper powder ½ tsp
Cardamom powder ½ tsp
Sesame seeds 2 tbsp
Flour 2 tbsp
Fresh cream 2 tbsp
Oil 3 tbsp
Shashlik sticks as required
Salt to taste

Sync Cuisine
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Method:

• In chopper put together ½ kg chicken mince, 1 tsp all spice, ½ tsp cinnamon powder, salt to taste, ½ tsp black pepper
powder, ½ tsp cardamom powder, ½ bunch of parsley, 1 onion, 3 – 4 cloves of garlic, juice of 1 lemon, 25 gm cashew nuts, 25
gm peanut, 2 tbsp sesame seeds and 2 tbsp fresh cream.
• Chopperize finely and remove mixture in a bowl.
• Add in 2 tbsp flour and half egg. Mix well.
• Make kabab on shashlik sticks.
• Now cook in a grill pan with a little olive oil till golden brown.
• Remove in a platter, serve with naan, pita bread or boiled rice.

Chinese Chicken Balls
Ingredients:

Fine chicken mince 250 gm
Egg 1
Ginger garlic paste 2 tsp
Corn flour 1 tbsp
All purpose flour 1 tbsp
Ketchup half cup
Spring onion 1 to 2
Vinegar 3 - 4 tbsp
Sugar 1 tsp
Salt to taste
Black pepper to taste
Oil for frying

Method:

• Combine minced chicken, egg, salt, black pepper, 1 tsp
ginger garlic paste, corn flour and all purpose flour in a bowl and
mix well.
• Make small balls of the mixture and fry them in hot oil.
• Heat oil in a pan and fry 1 tsp garlic ginger paste in it.
• Add shallots, tomato ketchup, vinegar, sugar, salt and black
pepper, saute.
• Add chicken balls to it, mix.
• Serve hot.

Tip: If a dish is over salted, put a handful of kneaded dough in it. It will absorb extra salt.

www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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Kick-Start Your Day With
Lemon And Water
Packed with antioxidants and other health benefits, a glass of water with the juice of
half a lemon revitalizes the body and mind. We give you some reasons why to drink
warm lemon water every morning!
HOW TO DO IT: You should be using purified water and it should be lukewarm not
scalding hot. You want to avoid ice cold water, since that can be a lot for your body to
process and it takes more energy to process ice cold water than the warm. Always use
fresh lemons, organic if possible, never bottled lemon juice. Squeeze 1/2 a lemon with
each glass and drink it empty stomach.
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1) Aids Digestion. Lemon juice flushes out unwanted materials

and toxins from the body. It’s atomic composition is similar to
saliva and the hydrochloric acid of digestive juices. It encourages
the liver to produce bile which is an acid that is required for
digestion. Lemons are also high in minerals and vitamins and help
loosen ama, or toxins, in the digestive tract. The digestive qualities
of lemon juice help to relieve symptoms of indigestion, such as
heartburn, belching and bloating. The American Cancer Society
actually recommends offering warm lemon water to cancer
sufferers to help stimulate bowel movements.

2)

Boosts Your Immune System. Lemons are high in vitamin
C, which is great for fighting colds. They’re high in potassium,
which stimulates brain and nerve function. Potassium also
helps control blood pressure. Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) found
in lemons demonstrates anti-inflammatory effects, and is used
as complementary support for asthma and other respiratory
symptoms plus it enhances iron absorption in the body; iron
plays an important role in immune function. Lemons also contain
saponins, which show antimicrobial properties that may help keep
cold and flu at bay. Lemons also reduce the amount of phlegm
produced by the body.

3) Balances pH Levels. Lemons are one of the most alkalizing

foods for the body. Sure, they are acidic on their own,
but inside our bodies they’re alkaline (the citric acid
does not create acidity in the body once metabolized).
Lemons contain both citric and ascorbic acid, weak
acids easily metabolized from the body allowing the
mineral content of lemons to help alkalize the blood.
Disease states only occur when the body pH is acidic.
Drinking lemon water regularly can help to remove
overall acidity in the body, including uric acid in the
joints, which is one of the primary causes of pain and
inflammation.

4)

Clears Skin. The vitamin C component as well
as other antioxidants helps decrease wrinkles and
blemishes and it helps to combat free radical damage.
Vitamin C is vital for healthy glowing skin while its
alkaline nature kills some types of bacteria known to
cause acne. It can actually be applied directly to scars
or age spots to help reduce their appearance. Since
lemon water purges toxins from your blood, it would
also be helping to keep your skin clear of blemishes
from the inside out. The vitamin C contained in the
lemon rejuvenates the skin from within your body.

when the positive charged ions from food enter the digestive tract
and interact with the negative charged enzymes. Lemon is one of
the few foods that contain more negative charged ions, providing
your body with more energy when it enters the digestive tract.
The scent of lemon also has mood enhancing and energizing
properties. The smell of lemon juice can brighten your mood and
help clear your mind. Lemon can also help reduce anxiety and
depression.

6)

Promotes Healing. Ascorbic acid (vitamin C), found in
abundance in lemons, promotes wound healing, and is an
essential nutrient in the maintenance of healthy bones, connective
tissue, and cartilage. As noted previously, vitamin C also displays
anti-inflammatory properties. Combined, vitamin C is an essential
nutrient in the maintenance of good health and recovery from
stress and injury.

7) Freshens Breath. Besides fresher breath, lemons have

been
known to help relieve tooth pain and gingivitis. Be aware that citric
acid can erode tooth enamel, so you should be mindful of this.
No not brush your teeth just after drinking your lemon water. It is
best to brush your teeth first, then drink your lemon water, or wait
a significant amount of time after to brush your teeth. Additionally,
you can rinse your mouth with purified water after you finish your
lemon water.

8) Hydrates Your Lymph System. Warm water and lemon juice

supports the immune system by hydrating and replacing fluids
lost by your body. When your body is deprived of water, you can
definitely feel the side effects, which include: feeling tired, sluggish,
decreased immune function, constipation, lack of energy, low/high
blood pressure, lack of sleep, lack of mental clarity and feeling
stressed, just to name a few.
9) Aids in Weight Loss. Lemons are high in pectin fiber, which
helps fight hunger cravings. Studies have shown people who
maintain a more alkaline diet, do in fact lose weight faster. I
personally find myself making better choices throughout the day,
if I start my day off right, by making a health conscious choice to
drink warm lemon water first thing every morning.

5)

Energizes You and Enhances Your Mood. The
energy a human receives from food comes from the
atoms and molecules in your food. A reaction occurs
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Shoot Credits:
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Model: Saheefa
Jewelry: FANAS
Hair and Makeup: Shoaib Khan
Photography: Stop Style Productions
Email: suffuse.sanayasir@gmail.com
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Syrian Refugees Just Found Their New Home
In The Heart Of Canadians
A government plane carrying Syrian refugees arrived
at Toronto’s Pearson International Airport on December
10, Thursday night. Prime Minister-Justin Trudeau
greeted the first group of Syrian refugees along with
the ministers of immigration, health and defence,
Toronto Mayor John Tory and the leaders of opposition
(conservatives). This was the first batch of Syrian
Refugees that became a part Canada’s new Liberal
government’s pledge to welcome 25,000 refugees, by
early 2016.
“This is a wonderful night, where we get to show
not just a planeload of new Canadians what Canada
is all about, we get to show the world how to open
our hearts and welcome in people who are fleeing
extraordinarily difficult situations”, Trudeau said.

are not defined by a particular, religion, language or
skin color, but Canadians are the ones who strive
together for a better world and share the same hopes
and dreams.
Canada’s Minister of Immigration and Citizenship says
the country’s resettlement program for Syrian refugees
could double its intake by the end of next year to
50,000.
John McCallum was in the Jordanian capital of Amman
on Sunday, meeting with Syrian families preparing to
board flights to Canada. He told one family: “Everyone
in Canada is waiting to meet you.”

Truly, the Canadian Prime Minister has become the
‘Ambassador of Humanity’. Canada recently grabbed
world’s attention for inclusion of 4 Sikh members
in their Cabinet. There could not have been a better
The Prime Minister also ensured equal status and
example of the secular and non-biased nature of the
social security for the Syrian refuges by saying that the country’s citizens. These recent developments have
definitely made Canada one of the most humanitarian
refugees will be given the citizen status as and when
they walk out of the airport, along with social insurance countries of the world.
numbers and health cards. He added that Canadians
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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TRIBUTE TO THE LEGENDS
WHO PASSED AWAY

IN 2015

“The life of the dead is placed in
the memory of the living.”
IN 2015, WE’VE SAID GOODBYE TO
SOME OF THE MOST LEGENDARY
PERSONALITIES, THOSE RECENT
LOSSES WE COLLECTIVELY MOURN.
HERE WE PAY A POIGNANT TRIBUTE TO
THE STARS OF MOVIES, TELEVISION,
MEDIA, MUSIC, SPORTS & POLITICS
FROM AROUND THE WORLD WHO
HAVE LEFT US THIS YEAR!
www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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King Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud

August 1, 1924 – January 23, 2015
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al Saud was the sixth
King of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Custodian
of the Two Holy Mosques from 2005 to his
death in 2015. He ascended to the throne on 1
August 2005 upon the death of his half-brother,
King Fahd. Abdullah was one of the 37 sons
of Ibn Saud, the founder of modern Saudi
Arabia. Abdullah held important political posts
throughout most of his adult life. In 1961
he became mayor of Mecca, his first public
office. The following year, he was appointed
commander of the Saudi Arabian National
Guard, a post he was still holding when he
became king. He also served as deputy defense
minister and was named crown prince when
Fahd took the throne in 1982. He ruled over
Saudi Arabia for over two decades, first as a
de facto ruler and then as the king.He died of
pneumonia on January 23, aged 90.

Omar Sharif
April 10, 1932 – July 10, 2015
The Egyptian film legend ‘Omar Sharif’ was a
part of Oscar-winning classics such as “Doctor
Zhivago” and “Lawrence of Arabia”. The actor,
who was reportedly suffering from Alzheimer’s
disease, passed away after a heart attack in a
Cairo hospital at the age of 83.
He was a lifelong horse-racing enthusiast,
and at one time ranked among the world’s top
contract bridge players.

World
B.B. KING
September 16, 1925 – May 14, 2015
One of the best blues musicians in history,
B.B. King was 6th on Rolling Stone’s 2011
list of 100 greatest guitarists of all time and
was inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame in 1987. Some of his most popular
hits include “Please Love Me,” “Every Day
I Have the Blues,” “When Love Comes
to Town,” and “The Thrill Is Gone.” The
legendary singer passed away at the age of
89 in his sleep on May 14, in Las Vegas.

Richie Benaud
October 6, 1930 – April 10, 2015
Often known as the “Voice of Cricket,” the
legendary former Australian cricketer, captain
and legendary commentator, Richie Benaud
succumbed to skin cancer at the age of 84. A
pioneering leg-spin bowler, Benaud played in 63
Tests, 28 as captain, before retiring in 1964 to
pursue a career in journalism and broadcasting.
Benaud was made an Officer of the Order of
the British Empire (OBE) for services to cricket.
He was inducted into the Sport Australia Hall
of Fame, Australian Cricket Hall of Fame & ICC
Cricket Hall of Fame. He was awarded a Logie
Award for Most Outstanding Sports Broadcaster.
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Jerry Collins
November 4, 1980 – June 5, 2015
Jerry Collins was a Samoan-born
professional New Zealand rugby union
player. He was capped 48 times for
New Zealand, and most recently played
for RC Narbonne, in the Rugby Pro D2.
Collins at the age of 34 along with his
wife, Alana Madill, were killed in a car
tragic accident in France on June 5.
He was considered one of hardest
tacklers in rugby history, along with
Brian Lima.
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Yitzhak Navon
Ahmed Chalabi

April 9, 1921 - November 6, 2015

October 30, 1944 - November 3, 2015
Ahmed Chalabi, a leading Iraqi political figure
and a vociferous advocate of the 2003 U.S.
invasion against Saddam Hussein, has died of a
heart attack at the age of 71.
A colorful and charismatic politician, Chalabi
served in a variety of senior posts in the postinvasion Iraqi government. But his image in
the West was tainted by his role in providing
intelligence to the administration of U.S.
President George W. Bush about Saddam’s
supposed weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
program.

Yitzhak Navon was an Israeli politician,
diplomat, and author. He served as the fifth
President of Israel between 1978 and 1983
as a member of the center-left Alignment
party. He was the first Israeli president to be
Sephardi and born in Jerusalem, then within
the British Mandate for Palestine. He died of
natural death at the age of 94. Navon became
the first Israeli President to visit an Arab state,
when he traveled to Egypt in October 1980.
Navon was known for his work to bridge ethnic
gaps, including relations between religious and
secular Jews and between Jews and Arabs.

World
Lee Kuan Yew
September 16, 1923 – March 23, 2015
Singapore’s founding father Lee Kuan Yew
died of severe pneumonia at the age of 91.
The statesman transformed Singapore
from a resource-poor island into a wealthy
finance and trade entrepôt. Lee served as
Singapore’s prime minister for 31 long
years.

Earl Lloyd

Christopher Lee
May 27, 1922 - June 7, 2015
Christopher Frank Carandini Lee was an English
actor, singer, author & World War II veteran.
With a career spanning nearly 70 years, Lee
initially portrayed villains and became best
known for his role as Count Dracula in a
sequence of Hammer Horror films. His other
film roles include Francisco Scaramanga in the
James Bond film The Man with the Golden Gun
(1974), Saruman in The Lord of the Rings film
trilogy (2001–2003) and The Hobbit film trilogy
(2012–2014), and Count Dooku in the final two
films of the Star Wars prequel trilogy(2002 and
2005).

November 4, 1980 – June 5, 2015
A legendary name in American
basketball, Lloyd was the first AfricanAmerican player in NBA history and a
Hall of Fame inductee. The cause of his
death was not disclosed.
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Yawar Saeed

Senior Justice Javed Iqbal

January 22, 1935 – October 21, 2015
Mian Yawar Saeed was a Pakistani cricketer,
who played 50 first-classmatches for Somerset
County Cricket Club and 9 matches for a variety
of teams based in Pakistan between 1953 and
1959. A right-handed batsman and right-arm
medium pace bowler, he claimed 106 career
wickets. He was appointed Pakistani National
Cricket Team manager & resigned from his post
on September 27, 2010.
Saeed died of a brain tumor on October 21, in
Lahore at the age of 80.

October 5, 1924 – October 3, 2015
Javed Iqbal, son of renowned philosopher and
poet Allama Iqbal, was a Pakistani philosopher,
Former Chief Justice of Lahore High Court
and retired judge of the Supreme Court of
Pakistan & was awarded Hilal-e-Imtiaz. He
was internationally known for his acclaimed
publications on philosophy of law and modern
Islamic philosophy in reputed international and
national journals. Javed Iqbal died on 3 October
2015 at the age of 91. He was under treatment
for cancer at the Shaukat Khanum Memorial
Cancer Hospital in Lahore.

n
a
t
s
i
k
a
P
Ada Jafri

August 22, 1924 – March 12, 2015
Ada Jafarey was a Indian born - Pakistani poet who is
regarded as the first major Urdu poet who published
as a woman and had been called “The First Lady
of Urdu Poetry”. She was also an author and was
considered a prominent figure in contemporary Urdu
literature. She had received awards from Pakistan
Writers’ Guild, the Government of Pakistan (Pride of
Performance Award) and literary societies of North
America and Europe in recognition of her efforts.
She was the 1st woman recipient of the Kamal-e Fan
Award for lifetime achievement in literature by the
Pakistan Academy of Letters in 2003.

Hamid Gul
November 20, 1936– August 15, 2015
Pakistan Lieutenant-General (R) Hamid Gul,
HI(M), SBt, was a three-star general in the
Pakistan Army, defence analyst and a former
spymaster. Gul was notable for serving as the
Director-General of the Inter-Services Intelligence
(ISI), Pakistan’s premier intelligence agency,
between 1987 and 1989. During his tenure,
Gul played an instrumental role in directing
ISI support to Afghan resistance groups
against Soviet forces during the Soviet war in
Afghanistan, in cooperation with the CIA. Among
his possessions was a piece of the Berlin Wall,
gifted to him by the Germans for “delivering the
first blow” to the Soviet Union. On August 15,
2015, he died after suffering a brain hemorrhage
at the age of 80.
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Jamiluddin Aali
January 20, 1925 – November 23, 2015
Nawabzada Mirza Jamiluddin Ahmed
Khan was a noted Urdu poet, critic,
playwright, essayist, columnist and
scholar of Pakistan. He was awarded
various prestigious awards including
Hilal-e-Imtiaz, Pride of Performance,
Canadian Urdu Academy Award & Sant
Kabeer Award – Urdu Conference Delhi,
for his services to literature.
Aali was suffering from diabetes and
respiratory related illness and was
admitted in a hospital in Karachi. He
died of heart attack on 23 November
2015 in Karachi.
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Jagmohan Dalmiya
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam

May 30, 1940 – September 20, 2015
Dalmiya was an Indian cricket administrator
and businessman. He was the President of the
Board of Control for Cricket in India and Cricket
Association of Bengal. He had previously
served as the President of the International
Cricket Council. He was nicknamed in the media
the “Machiavelli of Indian Cricket”, the “Master
of Realpolitik”, the “King of Comebacks”.
After suffering a massive cardiac arrest he died
on September 20.

October 15, 1931 – July 27, 2015
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam was the 11th President of
India from 2002 to 2007. A career scientist
turned politician, Kalam spent almost
four decades as a scientist and science
administrator, mainly at the DRDO and
ISRO and was intimately involved in India’s
civilian space program and military missile
development efforts. He thus came to known
as the “Missile Man of India” for his work on
the development of ballistic missile and launch
vehicle technology. He also played a pivotal role
in India’s Pokhran-II nuclear tests in 1998.
Widely referred to as the “People’s President”,
he was a recipient of several prestigious
awards, including the Bharat Ratna, India’s
highest civilian honour. He passed away on
on 27 July at the age of 83, after he collapsed
during a lecture at a management institute in
Shillong, India.

India
Sushil Bhattacharya

Saeed Jaffrey
January 8, 1929 – November 15, 2015
Saeed Jaffrey was an Indian-born British
actor whose versatility and fluency in multiple
languages allowed him to straddle radio, stage,
television and film in a career that spanned over
six decades and more than a hundred and fifty
British, American and Indian movies.
He was the first Asian to receive British and
Canadian film award nominations. In 1995
he was awarded an OBE in recognition of his
services to drama, the first Asian to receive
this honour. His memoirs, Saeed: An Actor’s
Journey, were published in 1998.
Jaffrey died at a hospital in London on 15
November 2015, after collapsing from a brain
hemorrhage at his home.

1924 – July 18, 2015
Sushil Bhattacharya was an Indian football player and
coach. He was the first manager of the India women’s
national football team.
A golden chapter in India’s football history came
to a close, as Sushil Bhattacharya, one of the best
coaches ever to grace the nation’s football arena,
passed away at a Kolkata nursing home on July 18.
He was 90-years-old.

Jaswant Singh Rajput,
c. 1926 – January 28, 2015
Jaswant Singh Rajput was an Indian
field hockey player who played as a
center-halfin the Indian team. At the club
level, he played for Bhowanipore and
Mohun Bagan. Known for his dribbling
skills and ball control, he won gold
medals with the Indian team at the 1948
and 1952 Summer Olympics. He died
on January 28 at the age of 88.
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Box Office
Position

Name

1

Jurassic World

Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas
Howard, Ty Simpkins,
Judy Greer

2

The Avengers:
Age of Ultron

Robert Downey, Jr., Chris
Hemsworth, Mark
Ruffalo,Chris Evans, Scarlett
Johansson, Jeremy Renner

3

4

Lead Cast

Director

Colin Trevorrow

Box Office
Collection
$652198010

Joss Whedon

$459005868

Inside Out

Amy Poehler, Bill
Hader, Lewis Black, Mindy
Kaling

Pete Docter, Ronnie
del Carmen

$356418708

Furious 7

Vin Diesel, Paul
Walker, Dwayne Johnson,
Jason Statham

James Wan

$351032910

Minions

Sandra Bullock, Jon
Hamm, Michael Keaton,
Pierre Coffin. Minions Stuart,
Kevin

Pierre Coffin, Kyle
Balda

$335856845

6

The Martian

Matt Damon, Jessica
Chastain, Kristen Wiig, Kate
Mara

Ridley Scott

$218889878

7

The Hunger
Games:
Mockingjay Part 2

Jennifer Lawrence,
Josh Hutcherson, Liam
Hemsworth, Woody
Harrelson

Francis Lawrence

$204193802

8

Cinderella

Lily James, Cate Blanchett,
Richard Madden, Helena
Bonham Carter

Kenneth Branagh

$201151353

9

Mission:
Impossible Rogue Nation

Tom Cruise, Rebecca
Ferguson, Jeremy
Renner, Simon Pegg

Christopher
McQuarrie

$195042377

10

Pitch Perfect 2

5

Anna Kendrick, Rebel Wilson,
$183785415
Elizabeth Banks
Hailee Steinfeld,Brittany www.syncmag.ca | 01st Dec - 31th Dec 2015
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Box Office
Collection

Box Office
Position

Name

Lead Cast

Director

1

Bajrangi
Bhaijaan

Salman Khan, Kareena
Kapoor, Harshaali Malhotra,
Nawazuddin Om Puri

Kabir Khan

320.87

2

Prem Ratan
Dhan Payo

Salman Khan, Sonam
Kapoor, Neil Nitin Mukesh,
Anupam Kher

Sooraj Barjatya

207.4

3

Tanu Weds
Manu Returns

Kangana Ranaut, R.
Madhavan, Jimmy Shergill,
Eijaz Khan

Anand L. Rai

150.77

4

ABCD 2

Varun Dhawan, Shraddha
Kapoor, Prabhu Deva

Remo D’Souza

105.74

5

Welcome Back

Anil Kapoor, Nana Patekar,
John Abraham, Shruti
Haasan, Paresh Rawal

Anees Bazmee

96.69

Baby

Akshay Kumar, Danny
Denzongpa, Rana Daggubati,
Tapsee Pannu, Mikaal

Neeraj Pandey

95.56

7

Singh Is Bliing

Akshay Kumar, Amy Jackson,
Lara Dutta, Vivek Oberoi, Yo
Yo Honey Singh

Prabhu Deva

90.37

8

Gabbar Is Back

Akshay Kumar, Shruti Haasan,
Sunil Grover, Chitrangada
Singh, Sonu Sood

Krish

9

Brothers

Akshay Kumar, Jacqueline
Fernandez, Kareena Kapoor,
Jackie Shroff

Karan Malhotra

82.47

Shoojit Sircar

79.92

6

Deepika Padukone, Irrfan
Piku
st
th
Khan,
Moushumi Chatterjee,
www.syncmag.ca | 01 Dec - 31 Dec 2015
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10

87.55
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Box Office
Collection

Lead Cast

Director

Nadeem Baig

46.44 crore

1

Jawani Phir
Nahi Ani

Humayun Saeed, Hamza
Ali Abbasi, Ahmad Ali
Butt,Vasay Chaudhry,
Mehwish Hayat and Sohai
Ali Abro

2

Bin Roye

Mahira Khan, Humayun
Saeed, Armeena Khan, Zeba
Bakhtiar, Javed Sheikh

Momina
Duraid, Shehzad
Kashmiri

30.15 crore

3

Wrong No

Javed Sheikh, Danish
Taimoor, Sohai Ali Abro,
Janita Asma, Danish Nawaz

Yasir Nawaz

15 crore

4

Jalaibee

Danish Taimoor, Ali Safina,
Wiqar Ali Khan, Zhalay
Sarhadi

Yasir Jaswal

10.5 crore

5

Karachi se
Lahore

Shehzad Sheikh, Ayesha
Omer, Javed Sheikh, Eshita
Syed, Rasheed Naz

Wajahat Rauf

10.0 crore

Best Songs Of 2015
The best & the most listened songs of the year are as under in
no particular order!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Blank Space by Taylor Swift
Uptown Funk by Mark Ronson
Thinking Out Loud by Ed Sheeran
Hotline Bling by Aubrey Drake
The Hills by The Weeknd
Trap Queen by Fetty Wap

7. Hello by Adele Laurie
8. Cheerleader by Omar Samuel
9. Love Me Like You Do by Ellie Goulding
10. What Do You Mean by Justin Bieber
11. Four Five Seconds - Rihanna And Kanye West
And Paul McCartney
12.See You Again by Wiz Khalif
st
th
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BREAKUP OF THE YEAR:
IMRAN KHAN, REHAM KHAN DIVORCE
WITHIN AYEAR OF MARRIAGE
Last month, the biggest news that hit Pakistani newspapers and television
screens was the divorce of Imran Khan and Reham Khan, it can so be
called the Breakup of the Year! The couple that had taken its nuptial vows 10 months ago, announced a separation amid reports that the cricketerturned-politician did not approve of her meddling in political affairs. It was an unlikely partnership that ended just as unexpectedly as it began and
with the same explosive controversy. The marriage of would-be Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan, 62, and his glamorous wife Reham, 42, has
disintegrated just after ten months amid furious rows over everything from his friends to her attempts to ban his dogs from the bedroom. And it has
now emerged that Imran formally divorced his wife by text message.
“Yes, I can confirm the divorce. Everything has been settled between the two,” PTI spokesperson Naeemul Haq had told reporters. Haq refused to
give reasons for the divorce! Imran and Reham, met in 2012 when she interviewed him for a Pakistan TV show. They married in January in a simple &
low-key ceremony at his Islamabad home this year. Imran’s marriage to Reham was his second after his first marriage with English heiress Jemima
Goldsmith for nine years ended in divorce in June, 2004. Imran and Jemima have two sons from their marriage. Reham’s marriage was also her
second after the divorce from her first husband NHS psychiatrist Dr Ijaz Rehman with whom she has three children.
Mr. Khan, 63, is a charismatic figure, and is widely considered a national hero in Pakistan. He led the national cricket team that won the World Cup
in 1992, and is known for his charity projects, like raising funds to set up Pakistan’s largest cancer hospital in Lahore. Before he married Ms. Khan,
he was considered one of Pakistan’s most eligible bachelors, and was often asked about his love life in interviews. Ms. Khan is a journalist, who has
worked with the BBC in the past, and hosted a TV news show in Pakistan before her wedding to Mr. Khan. Two members of the Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf, or PTI, Mr. Khan’s political party, confirmed separately that the couple will divorce. News of the planned divorce sparked wall-to-wall coverage
on Pakistan’s TV news channels and pushed the hashtag Reham Khan into the top ten worldwide trends on Twitter for a short period on Friday. Soon
after the news broke, Reham took to Twitter and said, “We have decided to part ways and file for divorce.” “This is a painful time for me & Reham &
our families. I would request everyone to respect our privacy,” Mr. Khan said in a post on his verified Twitter account. This will be the second divorce
for both Mr. Khan and Ms. Khan. Mr. Khan founded his political party after the end of his cricket career. The PTI saw little success until the 2013
general elections, when it won the third-highest number of seats in Pakistan’s National Assembly. The timing of the couple’s wedding in January
this year drew criticism in Pakistan. Critics said it was insensitive to marry so soon after 150 people, mostly schoolchildren, died in a deadly Taliban
attack on a school in the city of Peshawar in December. Peshawar is the capital of the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province, which is governed by Mr.
Khan’s party. Mr. Khan said at the time that the ceremony was kept simple and low key because of the Peshawar attack. It is said that the 62-year-old
politician, had wed the 42-year-old divorced mother-of-three against the wishes of his party and family.
Mr. Sharif instructed members of his party on Friday to not comment on the “family and personal matters of Imran Khan,” the prime minister’s office
said in a statement. Bilawal Bhutto Zardari issued the same instruction to members of his Pakistan People’s Party, the second largest in Parliament.
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Diary Of The Month

The Khayaal Festival 2015: “Pushing The Boundaries”
The Khayaal Creative Network, the powerhouse team behind the second Khayaal Festival staged two days of the
festival, in collaboration with the Alhamra Arts Council in Lahore.
The Khayaal Festival aims to promote dialogue through a series of talks, performances and documentaries
ranging from politics, culture, economy, art, dance, music, literature, empowerment, identity and sociopolitical
issues. The core theme for the Khayaal Festival 2015 this year was Pushing the Boundaries, a theme that was
reflected in all sessions and performances.
The first & second day of the festival explored a diversity of topics & the lineup included diverse and foreign
speakers, drawing on literature, poetry, film, drama, language, documentary, art, music and current affairs. The
1st day event concluded with a musical performance by Khumariyaan and the 2nd day event concluded with a
riveting live musical performance by the acclaimed Mekaal Hasan Band to a jam packed hall.
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Asma Maqsood

Meesha Shafi

Laila Nusrat

Sabrina, Malika Fareed, Saira Omer, Natasha Nabi,
Sundus Rizwan and Nuria Rafique

Lahore: The Fundraisers held their
annual Bargain Basement Sale at
the Nishat Hotel. Over 130 of the
most coveted Pakistani fashion
and lifestyle brands, including
some international brands, all of
generously donated items to be sold
at the BBS at heavily discounted
prices.
Bargain Basement Sale at Nishat Hotel

Kamiar Rokni and Khadija Malik

Sara Raza and Khadija A Malik

Photography Credits: Shuaib Rana.

Bargain Basement Sale at Nishat Hotel

Sofia and Anam

Momina Randhawa and Saira
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Prem Ratan

Dhan Payo
Cast: Sonam Kapoor, Salman Khan Swara Bhaskar, Neil Nitin Mukesh,
Director: Sooraj Barjatya
A conspiracy is hatched to eliminate the prince, Vijay, days before
his coronation is to take place, by his younger brother who eyes
the throne, riches and power. A lookalike of the prince, Prem,
steps in at this point, who loses his heart to the prince’s beloved,
Maithili. There is a scene in Prem Ratan Dhan Payo, where at it’s
most romantic moment, Rajkumari Maithili (Sonam Kapoor) gives
Prem Dilwala (Salman Khan) a huge, white feather pen and asks
him to write on her back. She goes on to shut all the doors of
the large palatial kitchen, signaling her surrender to Prem. As she
expresses her love with a Himesh Reshammiya composed song,
Prem looks touched, shy, loving and reluctant all at once. It’s the
classic Barjatya romance, full of the nineties’ sensuality and moral,
virginal men and women. The kitchen or a terrace is the romantic
playground.
In 1994, it was no different. Khan was the same, shy and
gentlemanly Prem, who was served a loving meal, late at night
by Nisha (Madhuri Dixit). Soon they danced to a sensual SP
Balasubramaniam number, “Pehla pehla pyaar hai”. It all started for
both Barjatya and Salman Khan in 1989,when they made their debut
with Maine Pyaar Kiya. Khan was a younger Prem who gracefully
covered Suman (Bhagyashree) when she unrobed herself for him.
Once again, SP’s bass-heavy voice in “mere rangon mein..”brought
out the beautiful, sensual mood of the sequence.
Back to 2015, Barjatya’s sense of romance is still the same: virginal,
old world and musical. The hero’s name is the same: Prem. The
sentiment is the same: pure love. The values are the same: strong
sense of family duty. The PRDP world is almost the same: rich, big
families, but with a difference. They are not the deeply loving joint
families of Hum Aapke Hain Kaun or Hum Saath Saath Hain. This
Rajshri world has a family full of discord. There are half brothers
and half sisters, one father with three wives. They are not just rich.
They are royal kings and queens who live in palaces. This sheesh

mahal has a bhool bhulaiya zone full of Mughale e Azam like mirrors
and huge chandeliers which are used to display an element most
uncharacteristic of a Barjatya film: Violence. Little wonder, that it
is the most unconvincing part of the film. What comes before and
after the fight sequences, is the most predictable of plots yet the
most appealing part. It works because of what Barjatyas are really
good at: massive and blatant emotional appeal. The film starts with
the introduction of this universe. There is a prince called Vijay Singh
(Salman Khan, in a small double role). He is betrothed to princess
Maithili. Vijay has a half brother, Ajay Singh (Neil Nitin Mukesh) who
resents Vijay’s authority as the eldest. Vijay has two half sisters
(Swara Bhaskar and Aashika Bhatia) who resent his rightful heritage
denied to them because their own mother was not their common
father’s queen. There is a secret plot to kill Vijay. In the midst of the
story of the prince and princess comes a pauper and a look alike of
Vijay Singh Prem Dilwala.
In some rather contrived ways, Prem ends up resolving family
issues while entertaining with too many songs. There’s also a
football sequence along the way (remember cricket in HAHK?)
while a small moustache also plays a significant, romantic role.
The screenplay stretches for a good 170 minutes and goes into
lengthy brother- sister tearful sagas . A dialogue is thrown in to
coincide with the festive time of the film’s release. It goes, “rishta
behnon ka hai lekin naam to hai, bhaidooj.” The acts are well pulled
of by Khan with his usual playful balancing; Mukesh charms with
his sizzling screen presence and Bhaskar is entertaining in her
heartwarming portrayal. Sonam Kapoor is sweet and adequate as
the innocent princess but has little to do. The Indian regal costumes
in cold pastels, don’t do her slim frame, much justice. She and
Khan make an interesting and pleasant pair, even at their subdued
best feathers et al. Not surprisingly, this Barjatya film is as nice,
predictable, old fashioned and sweet as a Diwali laddoo. Full of
emotionally engaging, PG-rated Prem leela.
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BIGGEST
Movie Of The Decade

The madness is building! No movie this year, or even this
decade, has been as eagerly anticipated as Star Wars:
Episode VII – The Force Awakens. The movie is the sequel
of the saga created by George Lucas and set thirty years
after Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi (1983).
The original Star War fans will return to a galaxy far, far
away! Thirty years after defeating the Galactic Empire,
Han Solo (Harrison Ford) and his allies face a new threat
from the evil Kylo Ren (Adam Driver) and his army of
Stormtroopers.
The Force Awakens will be followed by Rogue One:
A Star Wars Story on December 16th, 2016, Star
Wars: Episode VIII on May 26th, 2017, and the Han
Solo Star Wars Anthology film on May 25th, 2018.
Star Wars: Episode IX is expected to reach theaters in
2019, followed by the third Star Wars Anthology film
in 2020.
One of the biggest things that Star
Wars 7 has going for it is the nostalgia
factor. J.J. Abrams has definitely used
the magic and goodwill towards the
original Star Wars movies to slowly but
surely rekindle the spark in older fans,
while luring new fans to the theater.
And fostering that nostalgia has meant
bringing back those who inspired it in
the first place: the original Star Wars
cast. Episode VII won’t just bring back
the big heroes like Luke Skywalker
(Mark Hamill), Han Solo (Harrison Ford) and Princess
Leia (Carrie Fisher) even the original actors who played
side characters like Chewbacca (Peter Mayhew), C-3PO
(Anthony Daniels), and R2-D2 (Kenny Baker) are coming
back to the screen.
One might expect that after the events of a film titled
Return of the Jedi, the galaxy far, far, away would by
now be repopulated with those lightsaber-swinging Zen
knights in robes we all know and love. However,
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Fans will be able to stream the world premiere live on starwars.com
starting at 5:30 p.m. PST on December 14.

when The Force Awakens begins, the Jedi have NOT in fact
returned; new characters like Finn and Rey actually have to get
confirmation about the Jedi’s existence from an actual hero of
the war against the Empire: Han Solo.
The Force Awakens is the first film in the Star Wars sequel
trilogy. Walt Disney Pictures will publicly show the film for the
first time on December 14, 2015 at the world premiere in Los
Angeles, with press screenings taking place the next day. And
shortly after that, fans all over the globe will flock to their local
theater to see the Skywalker saga continue.
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